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- A tool that will enable you to calculate the hash values for both files (1 file or folder, or entire drive) and compare the resulting
Hash Listings. - It can be used to validate the integrity of a CD-ROM or hard drive. - Very easy to use. Simply right-click any
file, then select "Hash-Listing and Compare". The Hash Listing and the Hash Results are displayed in the same window. - Even
a novice computer user can perform the operation with ease. - Configure the tool with the settings that you require for your
projects. - The Hash Listings can be exported to a Windows Explorer shell extension or to CSV format. - Calculate and compare
hash values from the Windows Shell (i.e. Windows Explorer). - Also included is a Windows shell extension, which allows you to
hash/compare any file from the Windows Shell. - Support for MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2 [256,384,512], CRC32, CRC16, CRC16-CCITT, RIPEMD160, RIPMD128, MD4, MD2, HAVAL-5-256, GHASH-32-5, GHASH-32-3, - GOST, SizeHash-32,
FCS-32, FCS-16, Tiger. The latest version of Gizmo Hasher: Version 1.0 - 13 May 2013 Version 1.1 - 20 May 2013 Version 1.2
- 31 May 2013 - Added support for calculating hash values using HAVAL-5-256, GHASH-32-5 and GHASH-32-3 algorithms. Added support for checking the integrity of an entire CD-ROM drive. - Added support for checking the integrity of an entire
DVD drive. - Added support for calculating hash values from the Windows Explorer shell extension. - Added support for
comparing hash values with another Hash Listing. - Added support for comparing Hash Results with another Hash Listing. Added support for comparing hash values from an entire CD-ROM drive and from an entire DVD drive. - Added support for
comparing hash values from a Windows Explorer shell extension and from another Windows Explorer shell extension. - Added
support for calculating and comparing hash values from the Windows Explorer shell extension. - Added support for calculating
and comparing hash values from the Windows shell. - Added support for comparing hash values from an entire CD-
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(To demonstrate the use of the BEGIN MACRO command, I used two MACRO commands to cycle through the list of hash
algorithms. The second MACRO command is what I usually use to perform the algorithm.) :BEGIN MACRO MD2 MD2("Me:
Aah") :BEGIN MACRO MD5 MD5("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO RIPEMD160 RIPEMD160("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO
SHA-1 SHA-1("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO SHA-2 [256,384,512] SHA-2 [256,384,512]("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO
CRC32 CRC32("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO CRC16 CRC16("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO CRC16-CCITT
CRC16-CCITT("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO MD4 MD4("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO RIPMD128 RIPMD128("Me: Aah")
:BEGIN MACRO RIPMD160 RIPMD160("Me: Aah") :BEGIN MACRO Tiger Tiger("Me: Aah") :END MACRO MD2 :END
MACRO MD5 :END MACRO RIPEMD160 :END MACRO SHA-1 :END MACRO SHA-2 [256,384,512] :END MACRO
CRC32 :END MACRO CRC16 :END MACRO CRC16-CCITT :END MACRO MD4 :END MACRO RIPMD128 :END
MACRO RIPMD160 :END MACRO Tiger :END MACRO Here is an example of a hash value, obtained using RIPEMD160,
MD5, SHA-1, and Tiger. "d5b7c8e3f7ad40be6d4a42d45a5f18a8" Here is an example of a hash value, obtained using MD2,
MD5, and Tiger: "12e73f55e37f88d5" Here is an example of a hash value, obtained using RIPEMD160 and SHA-1:
"0916c7bd61e063b30ff05 1d6a3396d6
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Calculate and compare hash values (message digests) Gizmo Hasher is a useful program that lets you to calculate hash values
(a.k.a. "Message Digests") and compare them using several well-known algorithms. Validate multiple files, an entire CD-ROM,
or hard drive. Calculate the whole drive itself, or each file and sub-directory inside it, recursively. Take a snapshot of the files
on your drives by creating a Hash Listing, then Validate those listings later to determine which files were altered. Export your
Hash Listings to CSV files, for use with Microsoft Excel. Also included is a Windows Shell Extension, which allows you to
calculate and compare hash values from the Windows Shell (i.e. Windows Explorer) by right clicking on any file. The following
algorithms are supported: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2 [256,384,512], CRC32, CRC16, CRC16-CCITT, RIPEMD160, RIPMD128,
MD4, MD2, HAVAL-5-256, GHASH-32-5, GHASH-32-3, GOST, SizeHash-32, FCS-32, FCS-16, Tiger. Here are some key
features of "Gizmo Hasher": ￭ Calculate and compare hash values (message digests) ￭ Process multiple files, an entire folder,
or drive ￭ Right-click any file in Windows Shell to hash/compare ￭ Create Hash Listings and compare for changes later ￭
Support for MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2 [256,384,512], CRC32, ￭ CRC16, CRC16-CCITT, RIPEMD160, RIPMD128, MD4, ￭
MD2, HAVAL-5-256, GHASH-32-5, GHASH-32-3, ￭ GOST, SizeHash-32, FCS-32, FCS-16, Tiger Gizmo Hasher Download:
Gizmo Hasher Website: Gizmo Hasher Downloads: Gizmo Hasher Feature

What's New in the Gizmo Hasher?
Gizmo Hasher is a useful program that lets you to calculate hash values (a.k.a. "Message Digests") and compare them using
several well-known algorithms. Validate multiple files, an entire CD-ROM, or hard drive. Calculate the whole drive itself, or
each file and sub-directory inside it, recursively. Take a snapshot of the files on your drives by creating a Hash Listing, then
Validate those listings later to determine which files were altered. Export your Hash Listings to CSV files, for use with
Microsoft Excel. Also included is a Windows Shell Extension, which allows you to calculate and compare hash values from the
Windows Shell (i.e. Windows Explorer) by right clicking on any file. The following algorithms are supported: MD5, SHA-1,
SHA-2 [256,384,512], CRC32, CRC16, CRC16-CCITT, RIPEMD160, RIPMD128, MD4, MD2, HAVAL-5-256,
GHASH-32-5, GHASH-32-3, GOST, SizeHash-32, FCS-32, FCS-16, Tiger. Hasher supports all of the following hashing
algorithms: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2 [256,384,512], CRC32, CRC16, CRC16-CCITT, RIPEMD160, RIPMD128, MD4, MD2,
HAVAL-5-256, GHASH-32-5, GHASH-32-3, GOST, SizeHash-32, FCS-32, FCS-16, Tiger. Notes: Gizmo Hasher is a useful
program that lets you to calculate hash values (a.k.a. "Message Digests") and compare them using several well-known
algorithms. Validate multiple files, an entire CD-ROM, or hard drive. Calculate the whole drive itself, or each file and subdirectory inside it, recursively. Take a snapshot of the files on your drives by creating a Hash Listing, then Validate those listings
later to determine which files were altered. Export your Hash Listings to CSV files, for use with Microsoft Excel. Also included
is a Windows Shell Extension, which allows you to calculate and compare hash values from the Windows Shell (i.e. Windows
Explorer) by right clicking on any file. The following algorithms are supported: MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2 [256,384,512], CRC32,
CRC16, CRC16-CCITT, RIPEMD160, RIPMD128, MD4, MD2, HAVAL-5-256
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System Requirements For Gizmo Hasher:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/Windows 8.1/Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i5/Core i7/Core i3/Intel Pentium/AMD
RAM: 8 GB HDD: 20 GB Important: 1) AMD will be creating the graphics, and Intel will be creating the audio portion of the
package. The installer is focused on the client side, and is not intended to replace any PC audio, including your sound card. 2)
The official installer will
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